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1. Introduction

There are two approaches to the automatic syllabification: rule-based and

data-driven. The rule-based approach, using sonority sequencing principle, le-

gality principle, and maximal onset principle, produces ambiguous syllabifica-

tion that is just valid for several cases [1]. This approach gives high accuracy5

for some languages with few simple and consistent syllabification rules, such as

Sinhala [2] and Spanish [3]. But, it performs poorly for a slightly more complex

syllabic language, such as Malay [4]. Hence, some researchers develop many

data-driven methods, such as IGTree learning algorithm [5], weighted finite-

state transducers [6], combination of treebank and bracketed corpora training10

[7], neural network [8], [9], [10], probabilistic context-free grammars [11], joint

n-gram models [12], combination of support vector machine and hidden Markov

model [13], syllabification by analogy (SbA) [14], counting the actual syllables

to determine the best split of word-medial consonant sequences [15], segmental

conditional random fields [1].15

The data-driven approach gives higher accuracy than the rule-based one for

English, a complex syllabic language [16]. It also performs better for a language

with low syllabic complexity, such as Italian, where SbA reaches a word accu-

racy of 97.70% but the best rule set (SYL-LABE) achieves only 89.77% word

accuracy for 44K words [17]. Adsett and Marchand in [14] proved that it gen-20

erally produces higher accuracy for nine European languages: Basque, Dutch,

English, French, Frisian, German, Italian, Norwegian, and Spanish [14], where

SbA gives the highest average word accuracy of 96.84% (standard deviation of

2.93) whereas Liang’s algorithm produces a mean of 95.67% (standard deviation

of 5.70).25

Based on the method of classifying languages proposed by Dauer in [18], the

Indonesian is categorized as a simple syllabic language since it has majority of

CV syllables (where C is a single consonant and V is a single vowel) and more

open syllables than closed. A study of a vocabulary of 50K words, collected

from the great dictionary of the Indonesian language (Kamus Besar Bahasa30
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Indonesia, KBBI) developed by Pusat Bahasa, shows that the Indonesian has

50.63% CV syllables and 56.63% open syllables, as listed in table 1. In contrast,

English, as a complex syllabic language, has about 35% of CV syllables and a

wider variety of both open and closed syllables [18]. However, the Indonesian

is a syllabically rich language. An observation of the 50K words shows that the35

Indonesian has 3.20 syllables per word and 7.64 phonemes per word in average.

It has 98.30% polysyllabic words, much more than the monosyllabic ones that

only account for 1.70%. It even has some very long words containing seven

or more syllables, e.g. ’merestrukturisasi ’ /m@.rE.struk.tu.ri.sA.si/ (restruc-

ture), ’semaksimal-maksimalnya’ /s@.mAk.si.mAë-mAk.si.mAë.ñA/ (maximum),40

and ’pertelekomunikasian’ /p@r.tE.ëE.kO.mu.ni.kA.si.An/ (related to telecommu-

nication). These facts are extremely different from English that has more than

80% monosyllable words [19]. For example, all words in the English sentence

’Please come to my home’ are monosyllabic. Translating that sentence into

the Indonesian gives ’Silakan datang ke rumahku’, where only the word ’ke’ is45

monosyllabic, the others are disyllabic and trisyllabic.

A data-driven method called PNNR, a variant of k -nearest neighbour clas-

sification rule (kNN), gives low phoneme error rate and capability of disam-

biguating homographs for the Indonesian grapheme-to-phoneme (G2P) conver-

sion [20]. Here PNNR is used to develop a new syllabification model sequentially50

integrated after a G2P model. It receives a phoneme sequence and produces its

syllabification points. In this new model, a four-feature phoneme encoding and

a phonotactic-based pre-syllabification procedure are proposed. This model will

be cross validated using five datasets generated from 50K Indonesian words.

2. Research Method55

An automatic syllabification is commonly applied to a word (called hyphen-

ation or orthographic syllabification) rather than a phoneme sequence (called

phonemic syllabification). In English, orthographic syllabification is useful to

improve the accuracy of G2P. Bartlett in [21] proved that the information of
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Table 1: Frequency of syllable structures in the Indonesian language

Number Syllable structure Frequency Percentage

1 V 6,606 4.08

2 CV 82,061 50.63

3 CCV 3,056 1.89

4 CCCV 44 0.03

5 VC 6,338 3.91

6 CVC 61,826 38.15

7 VCC 116 0.07

8 CVCC 252 0.16

9 CVCCC 6 0.00

10 CCVC 1,639 1.01

11 CCVCC 72 0.04

12 CCCVC 56 0.03

orthographic syllabification improves the accuracy of English G2P conversion.60

However, this fact can not be generalized to other languages.

The Indonesian language has some different characteristics compared to En-

glish. It has 29 affixes: 7 prefixes, 4 infixes, and 18 suffixes [22]. A prefix or an

infix can be used individually or simultaneously with some suffixes to produce

derivatives. Two prefixes, with a certain priority order, may be used simulta-65

neously to build a derivative. Therefore, many derivatives can be derived from

a root, as in table 2. These facts make the Indonesian has some ambiguous

orthographic syllabification for some similar words, e.g. a root ’teror ’ (terror)

is syllabified into ⟨te.ror⟩ whereas a derivative ’terorak ’, derived from ’orak ’

(unravel), is syllabified into ⟨ter.o.rak⟩. This ambiguity can be solved if both70

words are converted into phoneme sequences first, where they will be syllabi-

fied into /tE.rOr/ and /t@r.O.rAk/ respectively. Syllabification and hyphenation

in the Indonesian can be different for most derivatives [23]. For example, a

root ’absah’ (valid) is syllabified into /Ab.sAh/ and hyphenated into ⟨ab.sah⟩,
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but its derivative ’keabsahan’ (validity) is syllabified into /k@.Ab.sA.hAn/ and75

hyphenated into ⟨ke.ab.sah.an⟩, where the grapheme ⟨h⟩ is in the syllable ⟨sah⟩

not in ⟨han⟩. Such case is called inside word resyllabification. The Indonesian

does not have crossword resyllabification. A grapheme sequence in Indonesian

can be converted into some ambiguous phonemes. For example, a grapheme

sequence ⟨ng⟩ can be converted into a single phoneme /N/, such as ’bunga’80

(flower) that is phonemicized into /buNA/, or two phonemes, /n/ and /g/, such

as ’astringen’ (astringent) that is phonemicized into /Astring@n/. Hence, syllab-

ifying the phoneme sequences is easier than the graphemes since the ambiguity

of grapheme sequences has been solved by converting them into single phone-

mic symbols (SPS). Therefore, it is better to perform G2P before syllabification85

since G2P ambiguity is easier solved at the word level than at the syllable level.

The Indonesian has simple rules for G2P. According to [20], an Indonesian G2P

can produce low phoneme error rate, around 1.07%.

Based on the above characteristics, the Indonesian syllabification is designed

to be a phonemic syllabification as illustrated by figure 1 that consists of two sub-90

processes. But, here the G2P is excluded from the syllabification system in order

to focus the discussion on phonemic syllabification. In the figure 1, a phoneme

sequence is firstly parsed to define syllabification points based on phonotactic

constraints as described in [22] and [23] that is generally applied to all Indone-

sian words without exception. For examples, the consecutive phonemes /mp/ in95

/empati/ and /kt/ in /strukturisasi/ should be split since there is no Indonesian

syllable containing /mp/ nor /kt/. Secondly, a PNNR will find the remaining

syllabification points. Since the Indonesian syllable should contain a vowel (nu-

cleus) that can be preceded by one or more consonants (onset) and followed by

one or more consonants (coda) [22], the syllabification points should be between100

two vowels. Hence, the missing syllabification point in /em.pati/ can be either

between /a/ and /t/ or between /t/ and /i/.

Data preprocessing. Defining syllabification points in a phoneme sequence con-

textually depends on surrounding phonemes. The number of surrounding phonemes,
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Table 2: Examples of the usage of Indonesian affixes

Root Affixes Derivative

beli (buy) meng- membeli (buy)

meng-kan membelikan (buy for)

per- pembeli (buyer)

per-an pembelian (purchasing)

ber-an berbelian (go shopping)

ter- terbeli (not deliberately bought)

di- dibeli (deliberately bought)

di-kan dibelikan (bought by someone)

-kan belikan (please buy)

-an belian (purchasing)

henti (stop) meng-kan menghentikan (to stop)

meng-ber-kan memberhentikan (to stop)

per-an perhentian (stopping point)

per-ber-an pemberhentian (stopping point)

ber- berhenti (to sop)

ter- terhenti (not deliberately stopped)

di-kan dihentikan (deliberately stopped)

-kan hentikan (please stop)

also known as contextual length L, varies depending on the language. Since the105

Indonesian has 7.64 phonemes per word, L is set to be 8 or more. Data pre-

processing is started by converting a phoneme sequence into some patterns, as

illustrated by figure 2, where ’*’ is a blank symbol (no phoneme), ’|’ is a syl-
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labification boundary (B), L1 and R1 are the first phonemic context on the left

and the right respectively, Class = 1 is a syllabification point, and Class = 0 is110

a not syllabification point. In the figure 2, using L = 8 the phoneme sequence

/buNA/ (flower) is converted into three patterns: two in class 0 and one in class

1. Next, all patterns are grouped into two classes. A trainset of 40K words

produces 118K unique patterns in class 0 (63%) and 69K in class 1 (37%).

Four-feature phoneme encoding. The best encoding for neural network-based115

hyphenation and syllabification is orthogonal binary code [9], [10]. But, this en-

coding produces high SER since it sees graphemes or phonemes equally as inde-

pendent inputs with same distances (has two different bits) without considering

them contextually in a word. Therefore, in this research a four-feature encoding

{consonant/vowel, manner of articulation, place of articulation, voiced/unvoiced}120

is proposed by considering the categorization of Indonesian phonemes in [22].

The four-feature codes for 38 Indonesian phonemes and three additional non-

phonemic symbols (*, -, and space) are listed in table 3. The distance between

two phonemes is defined as the number of different features. This encoding

produces a small distance for two phonemes with similar features, such as two125

vowels or two similar consonants such as /b/ and /p/. This is motivated by

some common cases in the Indonesian. For examples, in words ’sabda’ (word)

and ’sapta’ (seven), the syllabification points are between those consonant se-

quences. Thus, /b/ and /p/ as well as /d/ and /t/ have very small distance. As

an example, phoneme /b/ is encoded into CPBU {Consonant, Plosive, Bilabial,130

Unvoiced}.

Phonemic contextual weight. In [20], an exponentially decaying contextual weight

function is used for the Indonesian G2P which approaches the trend of the in-

formation gain (IG). In this research a similar phonemic contextual weight for

syllabification is used as formulated by equation 1, where wi is the weight for135

the i -th contextual phoneme, p is an exponential constant, and L is the phone-

mic contextual length distributed equally into left and right of the boundary.

Thus, the first contextual phoneme has the maximum weight since it is the most
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Phonotactic

Phoneme sequence
/empati/

/strukturisasi/

/em.pati/
/struk.turisasi/

Syllabification
/em.pa.ti/

/struk.tu.ri.sa.si/

PNNR

Figure 1: Design of syllabification using phonotactic knowledge and PNNR

***b|u a* 0

**bu| a** 1

*bu |a*** 0

L4 L3 L2 L1 B R1 R2 R3 R4 Class

ŋ

ŋ

ŋ

Figure 2: Converting a phoneme sequence into some patterns using L = 8
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Table 3: Encoding for 38 single phonemic symbols and 3 non-phonemic symbols using the

symbol set [{Vowel, Consonant}, {Low, Mid, High, Plosive, Affricative, Fricative, Nasal,

Thrill, lateRal, Semivowel}, {Front, Central, bacK, Bilabial, Labiodental, Dental, Palatal,

Velar, Glottal}, {Voiced, Unvoiced}]

Number SPS IPA Code Number SPS IPA Code

1 a A VLCV 22 g g CPVV

2 e E VMFV 23 c Ù CAPU

3 E @ VMFV 24 j Ã CAPV

4 i i VHFV 25 f f CFTU

5 o O VMKV 26 s s CFDU

6 u u VHKV 27 z z CFDV

7 A aI VMFV 28 m m CNBV

8 U aU VMKV 29 n n CNDV

9 Y eI VMFV 30 h h CFGU

10 O OI VHCV 31 r r CTDV

11 1 A + P VLCV 32 l ë CRDV

12 2 E + P VMFV 33 w w CSBV

13 3 @ + P VMFV 34 y j CSPV

14 4 i + P VHFV 35 K x CFVU

15 5 O + P VMKV 36 G N CNVV

16 6 u + P VHKV 37 N ñ CNPV

17 b b CPBU 38 S S CFPU

18 p p CPBV 39 * ****

19 t t CPDU 40 - ****

20 d d CPDV 41 space ****

21 k k CPVU

9



important phoneme in deciding syllabification boundary, whereas the last one

has the minimum.140

wi = pL/2−i+1 (1)

PNNR-based syllabification. PNNR for syllabification needs to decide between

two classes: syllabification boundary or not, and works by finding the minimum

probabilistic nearest neighbour distance between the current pattern and both

classes. Neighbourhood weight for the j -th neighbour, uj , in equation 2 where

c is an exponential constant, is used in the same way as in Indonesian G2P [20].145

uj =
1

jc
(2)

Total distance between the current pattern and a class taking into account

the k closest patterns is calculated using equation 3, where uj is the weight for

the j -th neighbour, L is the contextual length, and dli and dri are the distances

of the i -th contextual phoneme on the left and right calculated using the four-

feature phoneme encoding.150

T =
k∑

j=1

uj

L/2∑
i=1

(dliwi + driwi) (3)

In the figure 3 a phoneme sequence /em.pati/ is converted into two patterns,

(a) and (b), that correspond to the two possible syllabification boundaries in

/pati/. Using k = 3, L = 8, p = 2.0, and c = 1.0, the first pattern is classified

as syllabification point, but the second one is not. Thus, /em.pati/ is syllabified

into /em.pa.ti/.155

The example in figure 3 is an illustration of the common case in which one

of the syllabification points is unambiguously chosen. However the application

of (3) only may be insufficient as it may suggest zero or multiple syllabification

points. These problems can be solved simply by maximizing the ratio of the

total distance of class 1 and class 0. For example, if the pattern empa|ti**160

produces total distance of class 0 = 3 and class 1 = 7 and the pattern mpat|i***

10



Table 4: Comparison of phoneme encoding

Phoneme encoding Average SER Average WER

Orthogonal binary code 0.93% 1.54%

Four-feature code 0.80% 1.32%

gives total distance of class 0 = 21 and class 1 = 29, then maximizing the ratio

of total distance of class 1 and class 0 shows that the pattern empa|ti** is the

winner and thus the phoneme sequence /em.pati/ is syllabified into /em.pa.ti/.

3. Result and Discussion165

The dataset used in this research is a set of 50k words with corresponding

phoneme sequences and their syllabification points. First, the dataset is ran-

domly split into five subsets of 10K different words each. In a five fold cross

validation 40k words are used for parameter tuning and 10k for evaluation.

Phoneme encoding. Firstly the PNNR (without phonotactic knowledge) is eval-170

uated to see the performance of the four-feature encoding. Here PNNR is tuned

using some prospective values of parameters, i.e. k is set to 5, c (constant of

ranking power) is set to 1.0, p (power of contextual weight) is set to 2.0 in order

to ensure that phonemes closer to the syllable boundary are much more impor-

tant than the further ones, and L (contextual length) is set to 8 since the dataset175

50K shows 7.64 phonemes per word in average. Testing to five datasets shows

that the four-feature encoding produces lower average syllable error rate (SER)

as well as word error rate (WER) when compared to the orthogonal binary

encoding as listed in table 4. It gives SER of 0.80%, significantly lower than

the orthogonal binary encoding that produces 0.93%. It relatively reduces the180

SER by 13.90%. This result proofs that the proposed encoding, which produces

shorter distances for patterns containing phonemes with some similar features,

makes the PNNR capable of clustering the patterns more accurately.
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empa|ti**

Is it a syllabification point?

empa|t***

empa|r***

empe|r***

Class = 0 (not syllab. point)

empa|ti**

impa|ti**

**pa|ti**

Class = 1 (syllab. point)

d = (1/1c)(4p3) = 32

d = (1/2c)(2p4+4p3) = 32

d = (1/3c)(2p4+2p4+4p3) = 32

d = (1/1c)(0) = 0

d = (1/2c)(1p1) = 1

d = (1/3c)(4p1+4p2) = 6.67

Total distance = 96

Total distance = 7.67 (minimum)

(a)

mpat|i***

Is it a syllabification point?

mpat|i***

apat|i***

*pat|i***

taat|****

mpat|kan*

mpet|ka**

d = (1/1c)(0) = 0

d = (1/2c)(1p1) = 1

d = (1/2c)(4p1) = 1.33

d = (1/1c)(2p1+4p2+4p4) = 82

d = (1/2c)(4p4+4p3) = 48

d = (1/3c)(2p3+4p4+4p3) = 37.33

Total distance = 2.33 (minimum)

Total distance = 167.33

(b)

Class = 0 (not syllab. point)

Class = 1 (syllab. point)

Figure 3: PNNR-based syllabification, using k = 3, L = 8, p = 2.0, and c = 1.0, syllabifies a

phoneme sequence /em.pati/ into /em.pa.ti/
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Table 5: Comparison of phonotactic knowledge

PNNR-based syllabification Average SER Average WER

PNNR without phonotactic knowledge 0.80% 1.32%

PNNR with phonotactic knowledge 0.66% 1.11%

Phonotactic knowledge. Secondly, PNNR with phonotactic knowledge is evalu-

ated using five datasets. Both the PNNR without and with phonotactic knowl-185

edge use the same values of parameters, i.e. k = 5, c = 1.0, p = 2.0, and L = 8.

The result in table 5 shows that PNNR with phonotactic knowledge produces

average SER of 0.66%, lower than the PNNR without phonotactic knowledge

that gives 0.80%. It relatively reduces the SER by 17.17%.

Based on both results above, the PNNR is designed to use both four-feature190

encoding and phonotactic knowledge. Next, the paramaters of PNNR are se-

quentially tuned on five datasets from the hardest (no knowledge to predict) to

the easiest.

Neighbourhood size k. The number of neighbour, also called neighbourhood size,

k in the PNNR is so varying based on the problem that it is difficult to be195

predicted. Hence, the PNNR is evaluated for varying k with c = 1.0, p = 2.0,

and L = 8. The result, as illustrated by figure 4, shows that when k = 1 PNNR

produces the highest SER since considering only one neighbour can lead it to

be a too general clustering. It also gives high SER when considers so many

neighbours that make it be a too specific clustering. It produces the lowest200

SER on k = 3.

Power constant for neighbourhood weight c. Next, the PNNR with k = 3, p =

2.0, and L = 8 is evaluated using varying c. The result, as illustrated by figure

5, shows that when c is less than 1.0 the PNNR yields high SER since the closer

neighbour has quite similar distance to the further one. It also produces high205

SER when c is 1.4 or more since the closer neighbour has too high distance and

the further is too low. It produces the lowest SER when c = 1.3.

13
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Figure 4: Performance of PNNR-based syllabification for varying k
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Figure 5: Performance of PNNR-based syllabification for varying c
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Figure 6: Performance of PNNR-based syllabification for varying p

Exponential constant for contextual weight p. The PNNR with k = 3, c = 1.3,

and L = 8 is then evaluated using varying p. The result, as illustrated by figure

6, shows that when p is so small, less than 2.0, the PNNR yields high SER210

because the importance of closer contextual phonemes is quite similar to the

further ones. It gives the lowest SER of 0.64% when p = 2.0.

Contextual length L. The PNNR with k = 3, c = 1.3, and p = 2.0 is then

evaluated using varying L. The result, as illustrated by figure 7, shows that

when L is 6 or less, the PNNR yields high SER since considering few contextual215

phonemes will lead to many ambiguous syllabification patterns. It gives stable

low SER when L is 8 or more.

Syllabification errors. The most syllabification errors, about 60%, come from

some derivatives with three prefixes /ber/, /per/, and /ter/, where the PNNR

can not distinguish them to the roots beginning with those such phoneme se-220

quences. For example, /beragam/ (diverse) is syllabified into /be.ra.gam/ but

/beragama/ (religious) should be split into /ber.a.ga.ma/. The second er-

rors, around 20%, are from some compound words, such as /anorganik/ (in-

organic) that should be syllabified into /an.or.ga.nik/ but the PNNR produces
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Figure 7: Performance of PNNR-based syllabification for varying L

/a.nor.ga.nik/. The others come from some roots and derivatives with prefix225

’meng’ as well as suffixes ’an’ and ’i’.

4. Conclusion

The proposed four-feature phoneme encoding significantly reduces the SER

by 13.90% relatively to the commonly used orthogonal binary encoding. The

phonotactic-based pre-syllabification reduces the SER up to 17.17% relatively to230

the PNNR without pre-syllabification. Five fold cross validating proofs that the

PNNR-based syllabification is stable by producing average SER of 0.64%. The

most errors come from some derivatives with three prefixes /ber/, /per/, and

/ter/ as well as some compound words. As a data-driven method, the PNNR

can be applied to other languages, but the four-feature phoneme encoding and235

the phonotactic-based pre-syllabification should be slightly modified based on

the phoneme categorization and the phonotactic constraints in those languages.
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  - 

This work aims to tackle the problem of automatic syllabification for Indonesian language. The 

paper is pleasant to read. However, I have 2 major concerns: 

1. It is difficult to know if the proposed method is performing well due to the fact that there is no

direct comparison with other studies/methods. A benchmark should have not been too difficult to

conduct with the existence of numerous techniques that try to deal with the same task (i.e. look-

up table, SVM approach, IB1-IG from Daelemans et al [1997],  etc...). I believe that this type of

methodology (i.e. benchmark) is mandatory in the field of speech technology and machine

learning to assess the performance/relevance of algorithm(s) under investigation. The authors

could compare their method with simple methods to reimplement (i.e look-up table and IB1-IG)

or - even better - with the best current methods in the field.

2. The method that is proposed depends on several parameters. Unfortunately, no justification

and/or reference are provided concerning the values that were assigned to these parameters (see

Phoneme encoding section: "Here PNNR is tuned using some prospective values of parameters,

i.e. ..."). It seems that only the contextual length (L) appears to have a justification for the set up.

Nevertheless, this justification is not really convincing because it is only based on the fact that

there are 7.64 phonemes per word in average. However, average can be misleading in the case

where there is a lot of variance in the data. If the method is fast to run, why not using other

values for k? Along the same line of thought, I was wondering if the authors run other settings

(i.e. others than varying k) to see if their method is robust as well as to discover an optimized

combination of values for the parameters.

I do believe that these 2 main points should be addressed for this paper to be accepted for 

publication. 

Minor points/typos: 

Abstract: 



"with trainset of 40K words and testset of 10K words" -> "with a training set of 40K words and a 

test set of  

10K words" 

"shows the proposed" -> "shows that the proposed" 

"Five fold cross validating proofs that the proposed..." -> "Five fold cross validating proves that 

the proposed..." 

Footnote 1: the title (i.e. lecturer) should me removed. Also the affiliation "School of 

Computing, Telkom University (former: Telkom Institute of Technology), Bandung, West Java, 

40257 Indonesia" should be located under the names of the authors. 

Line 20: "Adsett and Marchand in [14] proved..." -> "Adsett and Marchand proved..." 

Line 26: "proposed by Dauer in [18], the..." -> "proposed by Dauer [18], the..." 

Lines 28/29: "more open syllables than closed": define the notions of open and closed syllables. 

Line 31: Pusat Bahasa: who is she/he? Information should be provided about this person. 

Lines 38/39: "It even has some very long words containing seven or more syllables", it would be 

helpful to provide the distribution of the number of syllables per word for the dataset of 50K 

Indonesian words that you are using. 

Lines 48/49/50: "capability of disambiguating homographs for the Indonesian grapheme-to-

phoneme (G2P)conversion": this sentence is not clear. Please rephrase it and give an example. 

Lines 56/57: "(called hyphenation or orthographic syllabification)" -> "(called orthographic 

syllabification)", hyphenation is not the same as orthographic syllabification. 

Lines 59/60: "Bartlett in [21] proved that the information of orthographic syllabification 

improves the accuracy of English G2P conversion." -> "Bartlett proved that the information of 

orthographic syllabification improves the accuracy of English G2P conversion [21]." 

Lines 67/68: "has some ambiguous orthographic syllabification" -> "has some ambiguous 

orthographic syllabifications" 

Line 78: "crossword resyllabification": please explain. 

Line 116: "is orthogonal binary code [9], [10]" -> "is orthogonal binary code ([9], [10])" + give 

an example. 

Table 3: Define the acronym IPA. IPA symbols with a + should be explained. 

Equation 1 after line 140: the equation is not well motivated. Give more detail about it. 
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Indonesian, using what seems to be an original approach - pseudo nearest neighbour 
rule (PNNR) and phonotactic knowledge - which, it is claimed, significantly reduces the 
syllable error rate as compared to other approaches. 
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address the following points before the paper can be published. 
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from 'orak' (unravel) is syllabified into (ter.o.rak)."

 No reference is given as to what authority has been used to establish the "correct" 
syllabification. This question needs to be addressed since in a language like English, for 
example, a simple word like 'city' has been claimed by some to be syllabified as [ci][ty], 
by others as [cit][y] and by yet others as [ci[t]y] where the medial consonant is 
analysed as belonging to both the first and the second syllable (ambisyllabicity). Still 
other phonologists have even argued that the syllable is not an appropriate unit for 
phonological representations at all. Without getting into detailed phonological 
arguments, the authors should at least explain on what authority they base their 
analysis, otherwise the whole issue of syllable error rate is meaningless. 
- The PNNR is described as being based on an earlier study by two of the same authors
but the rule itself is described extremely briefly. Since it is quite possible that readers of
the article may not have access to the earlier study it would be appropriate to expand
the explanation with detailed examples.
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number of errors, particularly in the use of articles ("the Indonesian", "it has majority of
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Comments from the editors and reviewers: -Reviewer 1 

This work aims to tackle the problem of automatic syllabification for Indonesian language. 
The paper is pleasant to read. However, I have 2 major concerns: 

1. It is difficult to know if the proposed method is performing well due to the fact that there
is no direct comparison with other studies/methods. A benchmark should have not been too
difficult to conduct with the existence of numerous techniques that try to deal with the same
task (i.e. look-up table, SVM approach, IB1-IG from Daelemans et al [1997], etc...). I
believe that this type of methodology (i.e. benchmark) is mandatory in the field of speech
technology and machine learning to assess the performance/relevance of algorithm(s) under
investigation. The authors could compare their method with simple methods to
reimplement (i.e look-up table and IB1-IG) or - even better - with the best current methods
in the field.
We did a benchmark to look-up procedure (LUP) as decribed by Marchand 2009. The 
concept of LUP is explained in Section 2 and the benchmark result is listed in Table 6. 

2. The method that is proposed depends on several parameters. Unfortunately, no
justification and/or reference are provided concerning the values that were assigned to these
parameters (see Phoneme encoding section: "Here PNNR is tuned using some prospective
values of parameters, i.e. ..."). It seems that only the contextual length (L) appears to have a
justification for the set up. Nevertheless, this justification is not really convincing because it
is only based on the fact that there are 7.64 phonemes per word in average. However,
average can be misleading in the case where there is a lot of variance in the data. If the
method is fast to run, why not using other values for k? Along the same line of thought, I
was wondering if the authors run other settings (i.e. others than varying k) to see if their
method is robust as well as to discover an optimized combination of values for
the parameters.
Each parameter of PNNR is explained more detail in Section 2. 
The following sentence is added on line 248: 
“For computational reasons each parameter is sequentially tuned from the hardest (no 
knowledge to predict) to the easiest using the described five fold cross validation 
procedure.” 



I do believe that these 2 main points should be addressed for this paper to be accepted for 
publication. 

Minor points/typos: 
Abstract: 
"with trainset of 40K words and testset of 10K words" -> "with a training set of 40K words 
and a test set of 10K words" 
"with trainset of 40K words and testset of 10K words"  "with a training set of 40K words 
and a test set of 10K words" 

"shows the proposed" -> "shows that the proposed" 
"shows the proposed"  "shows that the proposed" 

"Five fold cross validating proofs that the proposed..." -> "Five fold cross validating proves 
that the proposed..." 
"Five fold cross validating proofs that the proposed..."  " Five-fold cross-validating 
proves that the proposed..." 
Footnote 1: the title (i.e. lecturer) should be removed. Also the affiliation "School of 
Computing, Telkom University (former: Telkom Institute of Technology), Bandung, West 
Java, 40257 Indonesia" should be located under the names of the authors. 
Revised footnote: 

*Corresponding author
Email addresses: suyanto@telkomuniversity.ac.id (Suyanto), shartati@ugm.ac.id (Sri Hartati),

aharjoko@ugm.ac.id (Agus Harjoko), Dirk.VanCompernolle@esat.kuleuven.be (Dirk Van 
Compernolle) 

Revised affiliation: 
Suyantoa,*, Sri Hartatib, Agus Harjokob, Dirk Van Compernollec 



aDepartment of Computer Science and Electronics, Faculty of Mathematics and Natural 
Sciences, Gadjah Mada University, Sekip Utara, Bulaksumur, Yogyakarta 55281, Indonesia. 
School of Computing, Telkom University, Bandung, West Java 40257, Indonesia bDepartment of Computer Science and Electronics, Faculty of Mathematics and Natural 
Sciences, Gadjah Mada University, Sekip Utara, Bulaksumur, Yogyakarta 55281, Indonesia cDepartement Elektrotechniek-ESAT, KU Leuven, Kasteelpark Arenberg 10, 3001 Leuven,Belgium 

Line 20: "Adsett and Marchand in [14] proved..." -> "Adsett and Marchand proved..." 
"Adsett and Marchand in [14] proved..."   "Adsett and Marchand proved..." 

Line 26: "proposed by Dauer in [18], the..." -> "proposed by Dauer [18], the..." 
“proposed by Dauer in [18], the...”  “proposed by Dauer [18], the...” 

Lines 28/29: "more open syllables than closed": define the notions of open and closed 
syllables. 
more open syllables (ended with a vowel) than the closed ones (ended with a consonant) 

Line 31: Pusat Bahasa: who is she/he? Information should be provided about this person. 
Tim Penyusun Kamus Pusat Bahasa, Kementerian Pendidikan dan Kebudayaan (The 
Lexicographer Team of Language Center, Indonesian Ministry of Education and Culture) 

Lines 38/39: "It even has some very long words containing seven or more syllables", it 
would be helpful to provide the distribution of the number of syllables per word for the 
dataset of 50K Indonesian words that you are using. 
The distributions of the number of syllables per word and the number of phonemes per 
word in the 50K words from KBBI are illustrated by figure 1 and 2. 



Lines 48/49/50: "capability of disambiguating homographs for the Indonesian grapheme-to-
phoneme (G2P) conversion": this sentence is not clear. Please rephrase it and give an 
example. 
It also has a capability of disambiguating homographs, such as a word 'apel' where the 
grapheme <e> could be pronounced as either /\textipa{\textepsilon}/ like in 'apel pagi' 
(morning ceremony) or /\textipa{@}/ like in 'apel hijau' (green apple), simply by using a 
longer graphemic contextual length. 

Lines 56/57: "(called hyphenation or orthographic syllabification)" -> "(called orthographic 
syllabification)", hyphenation is not the same as orthographic syllabification. 
"(called hyphenation or orthographic syllabification)"  "(called orthographic 
syllabification)" 

Lines 59/60: "Bartlett in [21] proved that the information of orthographic syllabification 
improves the accuracy of English G2P conversion." -> "Bartlett proved that the information 
of orthographic syllabification improves the accuracy of English G2P conversion [21]." 
"Bartlett in [21] proved that the information of orthographic syllabification improves the 
accuracy of English G2P conversion." "Bartlett proved that the information of 
orthographic syllabification improves the accuracy of English G2P conversion [21]." 

Lines 67/68: "has some ambiguous orthographic syllabification" -> "has some ambiguous 
orthographic syllabifications" 
"has some ambiguous orthographic syllabification"  "has some ambiguous orthographic 
syllabifications" 

Line 78: "crossword resyllabification": please explain. 
“Indonesian does not have crossword resyllabification.” is deleted. 



Line 116: "is orthogonal binary code [9], [10]" -> "is orthogonal binary code ([9], [10])" + 
give an example. 
An example is illustrated by figure 6. 
 
Table 3: Define the acronym IPA. IPA symbols with a + should be explained. 
The IPA is defined on the caption of Table 3: 
Table 3: Four-feature codes for 38 Single Phonemic Symbols (SPS) with the corresponding 
International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) and 3 non-phonemic symbols using the symbol 
set [Vowel, Consonantg, Low, Mid, High, Plosive, Affricative, Fricative, Nasal, Thrill, 
lateRal,Semivowelg, Front, Central, bacK, Bilabial, Labiodental, Dental, Palatal, Velar, 
Glottal, Voiced, Unvoiced] 
The /a + ʔ/ is explained as follow: 
There are six double phonemes, simbolized as /1/ to /6/, that contain a glottal, such as /a + 
ʔ/ from a word 'saat' (time) that is pronounced as /saʔat/. 
 
Equation 1 after line 140: the equation is not well motivated. Give more detail about it. 
The Equation 1 is explained on line 147-155 and illustrated by figure 5. 
 
-Reviewer 2 
 
- This paper addresses an interesting topic, the automatic syllabification of Indonesian, 
using what seems to be an original approach - pseudo nearest neighbour rule (PNNR) and 
phonotactic knowledge - which, it is claimed, significantly reduces the syllable error rate as 
compared to other approaches. 
In my opinion the paper is not yet ready for publication and the authors need to address the 
following points before the paper can be published. 
- The authors assume that there is a correct syllabification for every word - this is seen in 
the fact that they frequently make statements such as: 
 "a root 'terror' (terror) is syllabified into (te.ror) whereas a derivative 'terorak', derived from 
'orak' (unravel) is syllabified into (ter.o.rak)." 
 
No reference is given as to what authority has been used to establish the "correct" 



syllabification. This question needs to be addressed since in a language like English, for 
example, a simple word like 'city' has been claimed by some to be syllabified as [ci][ty], by 
others as [cit][y] and by yet others as [ci[t]y] where the medial consonant is analysed as 
belonging to both the first and the second syllable (ambisyllabicity). Still other 
phonologists have even argued that the syllable is not an appropriate unit for phonological 
representations at all. Without getting into detailed phonological arguments, the authors 
should at least explain on what authority they base their analysis, otherwise the whole issue 
of syllable error rate is meaningless. 
"You are correct that syllabification ambiguity exists and the degree of ambiguity is 
language dependent. For Indonesian there is no established syllabification. We relied on the 
Indonesian syllabification rule developed by Alwi et al. [20] as described in section 2, line 
86-101.

- The PNNR is described as being based on an earlier study by two of the same authors but
the rule itself is described extremely briefly. Since it is quite possible that readers of the
article may not have access to the earlier study it would be appropriate to expand the
explanation with detailed examples.
The PNNR is explained more detail in Section 2, line 204-218 as well as illustrated by 
Figure 7 and 8. 

- The English of the article needs revision by a native speaker - there are a large number of
errors, particularly in the use of articles ("the Indonesian", "it has majority of CV syllables",
etc.).
"the Indonesian"  “Indonesian” 
"it has majority of CV syllables"  “it has the most CV syllables” 
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Abstract

This paper discusses phonemic syllabification using a pseudo nearest neighbour

rule (PNNR) and phonotactic knowledge for Indonesian language. The proposed

data-driven model uses a four-feature phoneme encoding and a phonotactic-

based pre-syllabification. Evaluating on five datasets with a training set of

40K words and a test set of 10K words each shows that the proposed encoding

significantly reduces the average syllable error rate (SER) by 13.90% relatively

to the commonly used orthogonal binary encoding and the pre-syllabification

also reduces the average SER up to 17.17% relatively to the PNNR without

pre-syllabification. Five-fold cross-validating proves that the proposed PNNR-

based syllabification is stable by producing an average SER of 0.64%. Most

errors come from derivatives with the prefixes ’ber’, ’per’, and ’ter’ as well as

from compound words. This result is also significantly lower than a Look-Up-

based syllabification that gives an average SER of 2.60%.
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1. Introduction

There are two approaches to automatic syllabification: rule-based and data-

driven. The rule-based approach, using the sonority sequencing principle, legal-

ity principle, and maximal onset principle, produces ambiguous syllabification

that are only valid for some cases [1]. This approach gives high accuracy for5

languages with few simple and consistent syllabification rules, such as Sinhala

[2] and Spanish [3]. But, it performs poorly for a slightly more complex syl-

labic language, such as Malay [4]. Hence, many data-driven methods have

been developed, such as the IGTree learning algorithm [5], weighted finite-state

transducers [6], combination of treebank and bracketed corpora training [7],10

neural network ([8], [9], [10]), probabilistic context-free grammars [11], joint n-

gram models [12], combination of support vector machine and hidden Markov

model [13], syllabification by analogy (SbA) [14], counting the actual syllables

to determine the best split of word-medial consonant sequences [15], segmental

conditional random fields [1].15

The data-driven approaches give higher accuracy than the rule-based ones

for English, a complex syllabic language [16]. They also perform better for a

language with low syllabic complexity, such as Italian, where the SbA (one of

data-driven methods) reaches a word accuracy of 97.70% but the best rule set

(SYL-LABE) achieves only 89.77% word accuracy for 44K words [17]. Adsett20

and Marchand proved that data driven approaches generally produce higher

accuracy for nine European languages [14], where SbA gives the highest average

word accuracy of 96.84% (standard deviation of 2.93) whereas Liang’s algorithm

produces a mean of 95.67% (standard deviation of 5.70).

However, the SbA, which globally classifies a pattern by finding the best25

analogy (minimizing shortest path using three metrics) in the training set [18],

may not suitable for a language with many exceptions and ambiguities such as

Indonesian. For example, a phoneme sequence /b@ri/ (syllabified as /b@.ri/)

can take an analogy from /m@mb@ri/ (/m@m.b@.ri/) or vise versa, where /m@m/

is a prefix for /b@ri/ (give). But, /beragam/ (/b@.ra.gam/) can not take an30
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analogy from /b@ragama/ (/b@r.a.ga.ma/) where /b@r/ is a prefix for /agama/

(religion) and /b@ragam/ (/b@.ra.gam/) is a derivative from a prefix /b@r/ and

a root /ragam/ (various).

Based on the method of classifying languages proposed by Dauer [19], In-

donesian is categorized as a simple syllabic language. It has mostly CV syllables35

(where C is a single consonant and V is a single vowel) and more open syllables

(ended with a vowel) than closed ones (ended with a consonant). A study of

a vocabulary of 50K words, collected from the great dictionary of Indonesian

language (Kamus Besar Bahasa Indonesia, KBBI) created by Tim Penyusun

Kamus Pusat Bahasa, Kementerian Pendidikan dan Kebudayaan (The Lexicog-40

rapher Team of Language Center, Indonesian Ministry of Education and Cul-

ture) and syllabified based on the rules of Indonesian syllabification developed

by Alwi et al. [20], shows that Indonesian language has 50.63% CV syllables

and 56.63% open syllables, as listed in Table 1. In contrast, English (a com-

plex syllabic language) has about 35% of CV syllables and a wider variety of45

both open and closed syllables [19]. However, Indonesian is a syllabically rich

language. Observing the 50K words of KBBI shows that Indonesian has 3.20

syllables per word on average (standard deviation 0.41) and 7.54 phonemes per

word on average (standard deviation 0.42). It has 98.30% polysyllabic words,

much more than monosyllabics that only account for 1.70%. But, English has50

80% polysyllabic words and 20% monosyllabics based on Wordsmyth dictionary

[18]. The distributions of the number of syllables per word in 50K words from

KBBI and 50K words from Wordsmyth dictionary are illustrated by Figure 1.

Meanwhile, the distribution of the number of phonemes per word in the 50K

words from KBBI is shown in Figure 2.55

A data-driven local classifier called PNNR, a variant of k -nearest neigh-

bour classification rule (kNN), gives a low phoneme error rate (PER) for an

Indonesian grapheme-to-phoneme (G2P) conversion [21]. It also has a capabil-

ity of disambiguating homographs, such as a word ’apel ’ where the grapheme ⟨e⟩

could be pronounced as either /E/ like in ’apel pagi ’ (morning ceremony) or /@/60

like in ’apel hijau’ (green apple), simply by using a longer graphemic contextual

3
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Figure 1: Distributions of number of syllables per word in the 50K words from KBBI and

Wordsmyth dictionary
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Figure 2: Distribution of number of phonemes per word in the 50K words from KBBI
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Table 1: Syllable structures in Indonesian language

Number Syllable structure Frequency Percentage (%)

1 V 6,606 4.08

2 CV 82,061 50.63

3 CCV 3,056 1.89

4 CCCV 44 0.03

5 VC 6,338 3.91

6 CVC 61,826 38.15

7 VCC 116 0.07

8 CVCC 252 0.16

9 CVCCC 6 0.00

10 CCVC 1,639 1.01

11 CCVCC 72 0.04

12 CCCVC 56 0.03

length. In this research, the PNNR is used to develop a new syllabification

model for phoneme strings. It receives a phoneme sequence and produces its

syllabification points. In this new model, a four-feature phoneme encoding and

a phonotactic-based pre-syllabification procedure are proposed. This model will65

be compared to the Look-Up Procedure (LUP)-based syllabification model de-

scribed by Marchand [18].

2. Research Method

An automatic syllabification is commonly applied to a word (called ortho-

graphic syllabification) rather than a phoneme sequence (called phonemic syl-70

labification). In English, orthographic syllabification is useful to improve the

accuracy of G2P. Bartlett proved that the information of orthographic syllab-

ification improves the accuracy of English G2P conversion [22]. However, this

fact can not be generalized to other languages.

Indonesian language has some different characteristics compared to English.75

5
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It has 29 affixes: 7 prefixes, 4 infixes, and 18 suffixes [20]. A prefix or an infix

can be used individually or simultaneously with some suffixes to produce deriva-

tives. Two prefixes, with a certain priority order, may be used simultaneously

to build a derivative. Therefore, many derivatives can be derived from a root, as

in Table 2. These facts make that Indonesian has some ambiguous orthographic80

syllabifications for certain similar words, e.g. a root ’teror ’ (terror) is syllabi-

fied as ⟨te.ror⟩ whereas a derivative ’terorak ’, derived from ’orak ’ (unravel), is

syllabified as ⟨ter.o.rak⟩. This ambiguity can be solved if both words are con-

verted into phoneme sequences first, where they will be syllabified as /tE.rOr/

and /t@r.O.rAk/ respectively.85

In this research, the rules of Indonesian syllabification developed by Alwi et

al. [20] are used since they represent the major pronunciations in Indonesian.

Syllabification and hyphenation in Indonesian language can be different for most

derivatives ([20], [23]). For example, a root ’absah’ (valid) is syllabified as

/Ab.sAh/ and hyphenated into ⟨ab.sah⟩, but its derivative ’keabsahan’ (validity)90

is syllabified as /k@.Ab.sA.hAn/ and hyphenated into ⟨ke.ab.sah.an⟩, where the

grapheme ⟨h⟩ is in the syllable ⟨sah⟩ not in ⟨han⟩. Such case is called inside

word resyllabification. A grapheme sequence in Indonesian can be converted

into ambiguous phonemes. For example, a grapheme sequence ⟨ng⟩ can be

converted into a single phoneme /N/, such as ’bunga’ (flower) that is phonemized95

as /buNA/, or two phonemes, /n/ and /g/, such as ’astringen’ (astringent) that

is phonemized as /Astring@n/. This example shows that syllabifying a phoneme

sequence is easier than a grapheme sequence since the ambiguities of graphemes

have been solved by converting them into Single Phonemic Symbols (SPS).

Therefore, it is better to perform G2P before syllabification since the phonemic100

ambiguity is easier solved at the word level than the syllable level.

Based on the above characteristics, Indonesian syllabification is designed to

be a phonemic syllabification, as illustrated by Figure 3, that consists of two

subprocesses. In this paper the G2P is excluded from the syllabification system

to focus the discussion on phonemic syllabification. In Figure 3, a phoneme105

sequence is first parsed to derive syllabification points based on phonotactic

6
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Table 2: Examples of the usage of Indonesian affixes

Root Affix Derivative

beli (buy) meng- membeli (buy)

meng-kan membelikan (buy for)

per- pembeli (buyer)

per-an pembelian (purchasing)

ber-an berbelian (go shopping)

ter- terbeli (not deliberately bought)

di- dibeli (deliberately bought)

di-kan dibelikan (bought by someone)

-kan belikan (please buy)

-an belian (purchasing)

henti (stop) meng-kan menghentikan (to stop)

meng-ber-kan memberhentikan (to stop)

per-an perhentian (stopping point)

per-ber-an pemberhentian (stopping point)

ber- berhenti (to sop)

ter- terhenti (not deliberately stopped)

di-kan dihentikan (deliberately stopped)

-kan hentikan (please stop)

constraints as described in [20] and [23] that are applied to all Indonesian words

without exception. For examples, the consecutive phonemes /mp/ in /empati/

and /kt/ in /strukturisasi/ should be split since there is no Indonesian syllable

containing /mp/ nor /kt/. Secondly, a PNNR will find the remaining syllabifi-110

7



cation points. Since Indonesian syllables should contain a vowel (nucleus) that

can be preceded by one or more consonants (onset) and followed by one or more

consonants (coda) [20], the syllabification points should be between two vowels.

Hence, the missing syllabification point in /em.pati/ can be either between /a/

and /t/ or between /t/ and /i/.115

Data preprocessing. Defining a syllabification point in a phoneme sequence con-

textually depends on surrounding phonemes on the left and right. The number

of surrounding phonemes, also known as contextual length L, varies depend-

ing on the language. For English, the optimum L is 7 (three left contextual

phonemes, a focus phoneme, and three right contextual phonemes) as used by120

LUP-based syllabification [18]. In this research, a different scheme is used for

Indonesian. It does not use the focus phoneme, but ’|’ instead, and assumes

that the surrounding phonemes on the left and right have the same influence to

decide a syllabification point. Since Indonesian has 7.54 phonemes per word on

average the optimum L is assumed to be at least 8 (four contextual phonemes125

on the left and four on the right).

The difference between patterns used in LUP and PNNR is illustrated by

Figure 4. In LUP, a phoneme sequence /buNA/ (flower) is converted into three

patterns as illustrated by Figure 4(a), where /*/ is ’no phoneme’, Li and Ri

are the i-th contextual phonemes on the left and the right respectively, Class =130

1 states that after the focus phoneme F is a syllabification point and Class =

0 is not a syllabification point. In PNNR, that phoneme sequence is also con-

verted into three patterns as illustrated by Figure 4(b), where ’|’ is a candidate

syllabification point or boundary (B).

In this research, all duplicate patterns used in PNNR are removed and then135

grouped into two classes: Class 0 and Class 1. A training set of 40K words

produces 118K unique patterns in Class 0 (63%) and 69K in Class 1 (37%).

Phonemic contextual weight. In [21], an exponentially decaying contextual weight

function is used for Indonesian G2P which estimates the trend of the informa-

tion gain (IG). That contextual weight function is adapted in this research, as140

8
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Phonotactic-based presyllabification

Phoneme sequence
/empati/

/strukturisasi/

Initial syllable sequence
/em.pati/

/struk.turisasi/

Final syllable sequence
/em.pa.ti/

/struk.tu.ri.sa.si/

PNNR-based syllabification

Figure 3: Design of syllabification using phonotactic knowledge and PNNR

***bu�a 0

1

0

L

3 

L

2 

L

1 

F R

1 

R

2 

R

3

Class

**bu�a*

*bu�a**

***b|u�a* 0

1

0

L

4 

L

3 

L

2 

L

1 

BR

1 

R

2 

R

3 

R

4

Class

**bu|�a**

*bu�|a***

(a) Used in LUP (b) Used in PNNR

Figure 4: Conversion of a phoneme sequence /buNa/ into three patterns using the LUP scheme

with L = 7 (a) and the PNNR scheme with L = 8 (b)
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Figure 5: Difference between contextual weights used in PNNR and LUP version 10

formulated by Equation 1

wi = p(L/2)−i+1 (1)

where wi is the weight for the i -th contextual phoneme, p is an exponential

constant, and L is the phonemic contextual length distributed equally to the

left and right of the boundary. Thus, the first contextual phoneme has the

maximum weight since it is the most important phoneme for syllabification.145

Based on the Equation (1), if p = 1.6 and L = 8, then the weight of the first

contextual phoneme w1 is (1.6)(8/2)−1+1 = (1.6)4 = 6.55 and the total weight

of the second to the fourth contextual phonemes w2−4 is
∑4

i=2(1.6)
(8/2)−i+1 =

8.26. It means the further contextual phonemes have enough influence. But, if

p = 4, then w1 = 256 and w2−4 = 84. It makes the first contextual phoneme150

fully dominant. The constant p = 2 produces a balance, where w1 = 16 and

w2−4 = 14. Hence, the optimum p is predicted to be around 2. This scheme is

quite different to that used in LUP version 10 (with weight vector [1 4 16 64 16

5 1] described by Marchand [18]), as illustrated by Figure 5.
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Four-feature phoneme encoding. The LUP simply uses two binary values to de-155

fine a similarity between two patterns, where the same contextual phonemes give

similarity of 1 and otherwise 0. This scheme may produce some confused simi-

larities for intraclass and interclass patterns. For example, using LUP version 10

(with weight vector [1 4 16 64 16 5 1]), two interclass patterns /*paksa*/ (force)

that syllabified as /pak.sa/ (syllable structure: CVC.CV) and /*pakaI**/ (use)160

that syllabified as /pa.kaI/ (CV.CV) give much higher similarity (instead of

lower), 86, than two intraclass patterns /*paksa*/ and /*biNkaI*/ (frame) that

syllabified as /biN.kaI/ (CVC.CV), where produces similarity of 2. Hence, these

patterns using weighted binary valued similarities will be hard to be used in

developing a syllabification model.165

The best encoding for neural network-based hyphenation and syllabification

is orthogonal binary code (OBC) ([9], [10]). But, this encoding produces high

SER since it sees graphemes or phonemes equally as independent inputs with

same distances (has two different bits) without considering them contextually in

a word. Therefore, in this research, a four-feature encoding {consonant/vowel,170

manner of articulation, place of articulation, voiced/unvoiced} is proposed by

considering the categorization of Indonesian phonemes in [20]. The four-feature

codes (FFC) for 38 Indonesian phonemes (symbolized using SPS with corre-

sponding International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA)) and 3 additional non-phonemic

symbols (*, -, and space) are listed in Table 3. There are six double phonemes,175

symbolized as /1/ to /6/, that contain a glottal, such as /A + P/ from a word

’saat ’ (time) that is pronounced as /sAPAt/.

In the four-feature encoding, the distance between two phonemes is defined

as the number of different features. This encoding produces a small distance

between phonemes with similar features, such as /b/ and /p/ or /d/ and /t/. It180

is motivated by some common cases in Indonesian. For examples, in two words

’sabda’ (word) and ’sapta’ (seven), the syllabification points are between those

consonant sequences. Thus, /b/ and /p/ as well as /d/ and /t/ should have

very small distance. By encoding /b/ into CPBU {Consonant, Plosive, Bilabial,

Unvoiced} and /p/ into CPBV, then the distance between /b and /p/ is 1 since185

11



Table 3: Four-feature codes for 38 Single Phonemic Symbols (SPS) with the corresponding

International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) and 3 non-phonemic symbols using the symbol set

[{Vowel, Consonant}, {Low, Mid, High, Plosive, Affricative, Fricative, Nasal, Thrill, lateRal,

Semivowel}, {Front, Central, bacK, Bilabial, Labiodental, Dental, Palatal, Velar, Glottal},

{Voiced, Unvoiced}]

Number SPS IPA Code Number SPS IPA Code

1 a A VLCV 22 g g CPVV

2 e E VMFV 23 c Ù CAPU

3 E @ VMFV 24 j Ã CAPV

4 i i VHFV 25 f f CFLU

5 o O VMKV 26 s s CFDU

6 u u VHKV 27 z z CFDV

7 A aI VMFV 28 m m CNBV

8 U aU VMKV 29 n n CNDV

9 Y eI VMFV 30 h h CFGU

10 O OI VHCV 31 r r CTDV

11 1 A + P VLCV 32 l ë CRDV

12 2 E + P VMFV 33 w w CSBV

13 3 @ + P VMFV 34 y j CSPV

14 4 i + P VHFV 35 K x CFVU

15 5 O + P VMKV 36 G N CNVV

16 6 u + P VHKV 37 N ñ CNPV

17 b b CPBU 38 S S CFPU

18 p p CPBV 39 * ****

19 t t CPDU 40 - ****

20 d d CPDV 41 space ****

21 k k CPVU
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*pak|sa**

*ba |sa**

*pak|sa**

*for|um**

Distance = 1p2 + 2p4

Distance = 3p2 + 2p3 + 3p4 + 3p4 + 3p3

= 12 + 16 + 48 + 48 + 24

= 148

= 4 + 16

= 20

Ratio of distance FFC  = 148/20 = 7.40

Distance = �2p2 + �2p4

Distance = �2p2 + �2p3 + �2p4 + �2p4 + �2p3

= 5.66 + 11.31 + 22.63 + 22.63 + 11.31

= 73.54

= 5.66 + 22.63

= 28.29

Ratio of distance OBC  = 73.54/28.29 = 2.60

Using FFC Using OBCIntraclass

Interclass

G

Figure 6: Distance ratios between interclass and intraclass patterns using FFC and OBC using

p = 2, where ’|’ is a candidate for syllabification point and /*/ is ’no phoneme’

they have one different feature. In contrast, two phonemes with completely

different features, such as /a/ (encoded into VLCV) and /b/ (CPBU), have a

maximum distance of 4 since they have four different features.

The FFC produces more values (integer 0 to 4) than OBC (only
√
2). In

the case of syllabification, it produces a higher ratio of the distance between190

interclass and intraclass patterns than OBC, as illustrated by Figure 6. Two

intraclass patterns *pak|sa** and *baG|sa** (have 2 different phonemes on the

2nd and 4th left contexts) with p = 2 produce small distance = 1×22+2×24 =

20. On the other hand, two interclass patterns *pak|sa** and *for|um** have

a much bigger distance, up to 148. Thus, FFC produces distance ratio of 7.40.195

But, OBC gives lower distance ratio of 2.60. Hence, the FFC is predicted to

be capable of making the intraclass patterns closer and the interclass patterns

further. However, many examples are needed to make this prediction much

more valid. An observation on randomly selected 1K patterns in Class 0 and

1K patterns in Class 1 using FFC and p = 2 gives average distances of intraclass200

patterns 142.81 and interclass patterns 177.58. It produces a distance ratio of

177.58/142.81 = 1.24, higher than OBC wich gives 79.82/75.59 = 1.06.

PNNR-based syllabification. PNNR to classify two classes works by finding the

minimum probabilistic nearest neighbour distance between the current pattern

13
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= 

Look-Up Procedure

�

= PNNR with k = 3= 

= 

Frequency :
Triangle = 7 
Circle = 2

Circle gives 
smaller total 
distance

Figure 7: Difference between LUP-based global classifier (all patterns in the training set are

taken into account) and PNNR-based local classifier (only unique patterns are taken into

account)

and both classes. The neighbourhood weight for the j -th neighbour, uj , pro-205

posed by Zeng [24] is formulated as

uj =
1

j
(2)

where j is the ranking in ascending order based on the distance.

PNNR works locally, where only k unique patterns in the training set are

taken into account. This scheme is conceptually better for handling anomalies

than LUP that works globally by taking into account all patterns in the training210

set, as illustrated by Figure 7. However, to adapt to a given case the neighbour-

hood weight in PNNR needs to be modified by adding an exponential constant

c as proposed by Suyanto [21], which is formulated in Equation 3

uj =
1

jc
(3)

where c is a real value around 1.

The motivation to modify the neighbourhood weight is conceptually illus-215

trated by Figure 8. For an Indonesian G2P, the optimum c is 1.6 that produces

14
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= 

PNNR with k = 3= PNNR with k = 3= 

(a) Need c < 1 (b) Need c > 1= 

Figure 8: Two different cases: need c < 1 (left) and need c > 1 (right)

a relative PER reduction of 1.78% (compared to the original formula, where c

= 1.0) [25].

PNNR for syllabification needs to decide between two classes: syllabification

boundary or not, and works by finding the minimum probabilistic nearest neigh-220

bour distance between the current pattern and both classes. The neighbourhood

weight for the j -th neighbour, uj , is formulated in Equation 2.

The total distance between the current pattern and a class taking into ac-

count the k closest patterns is calculated using Equation 4

T =
k∑

j=1

uj

L/2∑
i=1

(dliwi + driwi) (4)

where uj is the weight for the j -th neighbour, L is the contextual length, and dli225

and dri are the distances of the i -th contextual phoneme on the left and right

calculated using the four-feature phoneme encoding.

How the PNNR-based syllabification works is illustrated by Figure 9. Since

/m/ and /p/ are split based on the phonotactic rule, a phoneme sequence

/em.pati/ is converted into two patterns, (a) and (b), that correspond to the230

two possible syllabification boundaries in /pati/. Using k = 3, L = 8, p = 2.0,

and c = 1.0, the first pattern is classified as syllabification point, but the second
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one is not. Thus, /em.pati/ is syllabified as /em.pa.ti/.

The example in Figure 9 is an illustration of the common case in which one

of the syllabification points is unambiguously chosen. However, the application235

of Equation 4 only may be insufficient as it may suggest zero or multiple syllabi-

fication points. These problems can be solved simply by maximizing the ratio of

the total distance of Class 1 and Class 0. For example, if the pattern empa|ti**

produces total distance of Class 0 = 3 and Class 1 = 7 and the pattern mpat|i***

gives total distance of Class 0 = 21 and Class 1 = 29, then maximizing the ratio240

of total distance of Class 1 and Class 0 shows that the pattern empa|ti** is the

winner and thus the phoneme sequence /em.pati/ is syllabified as /em.pa.ti/.

3. Results and Discussion

The dataset used in this research is a set of 50k words with correspond-

ing phoneme sequences and their syllabification points. First, the dataset is245

randomly split into five subsets of 10K different words each. In a fold cross-

validation, 40k words are used for parameter tuning and 10k for evaluation.

For computational reasons each parameter is sequentially tuned from the hard-

est (no knowledge to predict) to the easiest using the described five fold cross

validation procedure.250

Phoneme encoding. First the PNNR-based syllabification model without phono-

tactic knowledge is evaluated to see the performance of the proposed four-feature

encoding. Here, the model is tuned using some intuitive values of parameters

as described in Section 2, i.e c = 1.0, p = 2.0, L = 8, and the hardest predicted

parameter k is assumed to be 5 (slightly lower than the optimum k = 6 that255

used by a more complex model, Indonesian PNNR-based G2P [25]. Five-fold

cross-validating shows that the four-feature encoding produces lower average

syllable error rate (SER) as well as lower word error rate (WER) when com-

pared to the orthogonal binary encoding as listed in Table 4. It gives SER of

0.80%, significantly lower than the orthogonal binary encoding that produces260

0.93%. It relatively reduces the SER by 13.90%. This result proves that the
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empa|ti**

Is it a syllabification point?

empa|t***

empa|r***

empe|r***

Class = 0 (not syllab. point)

empa|ti**

impa|ti**

**pa|ti**

Class = 1 (syllab. point)

d = (1/1c)(4p3) = 32

d = (1/2c)(2p4+4p3) = 32

d = (1/3c)(2p4+2p4+4p3) = 32

d = (1/1c)(0) = 0

d = (1/2c)(1p1) = 1

d = (1/3c)(4p1+4p2) = 6.67

Total distance = 96

Total distance = 7.67 (minimum)

(a)

mpat|i***

Is it a syllabification point?

mpat|i***

apat|i***

*pat|i***

taat|****

mpat|kan*

mpet|ka**

d = (1/1c)(0) = 0

d = (1/2c)(1p1) = 1

d = (1/2c)(4p1) = 1.33

d = (1/1c)(2p1+4p2+4p4) = 82

d = (1/2c)(4p4+4p3) = 48

d = (1/3c)(2p3+4p4+4p3) = 37.33

Total distance = 2.33 (minimum)

Total distance = 167.33

(b)

Class = 0 (not syllab. point)

Class = 1 (syllab. point)

Figure 9: PNNR-based syllabification, using k = 3, L = 8, p = 2.0, and c = 1.0, syllabifies a

phoneme sequence /em.pati/ into /em.pa.ti/
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Table 4: Comparison of phoneme encoding

Phoneme encoding Average SER Average WER

Orthogonal binary code 0.93% 1.54%

Four-feature code 0.80% 1.32%

Table 5: Comparison of phonotactic knowledge

PNNR-based syllabification Average SER Average WER

PNNR without phonotactic knowledge 0.80% 1.32%

PNNR with phonotactic knowledge 0.66% 1.11%

proposed encoding, which produces smaller distances for patterns containing

phonemes with some similar features, makes the PNNR capable of clustering

the patterns more accurately.

Phonotactic knowledge. Secondly, PNNR with phonotactic knowledge is evalu-265

ated. Both PNNR without and with phonotactic knowledge use the same values

of parameters: k = 5, c = 1.0, p = 2.0, and L = 8. The result in Table 5 shows

that PNNR with phonotactic knowledge produces average SER of 0.66%, lower

than the PNNR without phonotactic knowledge that gives 0.80%. It relatively

reduces the SER by 17.17%.270

Based on those results, the PNNR is designed to use both four-feature encod-

ing and phonotactic knowledge. Next, the paramaters of PNNR are sequentially

tuned.

Neighbourhood size k. The number of neighbour, also called neighbourhood size,

k in the PNNR is so varying based on the problem that it is difficult to be275

predicted. Hence, the PNNR is evaluated for varying k with c = 1.0, p = 2.0,

and L = 8. The results in Figure 10 show that when k = 1 PNNR commonly

produces high SER since considering only one neighbour can lead it to be a too

general clustering. It also gives high SER when considers so many neighbours,
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Figure 10: Performance of PNNR-based syllabification for varying k

10 or more, that make it be a too specific clustering. On average it produces280

the lowest SER when k = 3.

Power constant for neighbourhood weight c. Next, the PNNR with k = 3, p =

2.0, and L = 8 is evaluated using varying c. The result, as illustrated by Figure

11, shows that when c is less than 1.0 the PNNR yields high SER since the

closer neighbour has quite similar distance to the further one. It also produces285

high SER when c is 1.4 or more since the closer neighbour has too high distance

and the further is too low. It produces stable SER when c = 1.0 (with SER =

0.642%) to c = 1.3 (with the lowest SER = 0.640%). This result shows that

the proposed constant c does not significantly reduce the SER compared to the

original version of neighbourhood weight (with c = 1.0) proposed by Zeng [24],290

where the relative SER reduction is only (0.642 − 0.640)/0.642 = 0.31%, since

the optimum k is very small (3). It is different to the PNNR-based Indonesian

G2P model with optimum k = 6, where c = 1.6 produces relative PER reduction

of 1.78% compared to c = 1.0 [25].

Exponential constant for contextual weight p. The PNNR with k = 3, c = 1.3,295

and L = 8 is then evaluated using varying p. The result, as illustrated by Figure

12, shows that when p is so small, less than 2.0, the PNNR yields high SER
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Figure 11: Performance of PNNR-based syllabification for varying c

because the importance of closer contextual phonemes is quite similar to the

further ones. It gives the lowest SER of 0.64% when p = 2.0.

Contextual length L. The PNNR with k = 3, c = 1.3, and p = 2.0 is then300

evaluated using varying L. The result, as illustrated by Figure 13, shows that

when L is 6 or less, the PNNR yields high SER since considering few contextual

phonemes will lead to many ambiguous syllabification patterns. It gives stable

low SER when L is 8 or more.

Syllabification errors. The most syllabification errors, about 60%, come from305

some derivatives with three prefixes ’ber’, ’per’, and ”ter’, where the PNNR can

not distinguish them to the roots beginning with those such phoneme sequences.

For example, /beragam/ (diverse) is syllabified as /be.ra.gam/ but /beragama/

(religious) should be split into /ber.a.ga.ma/. The second errors, around 20%,

are from some compound words, such as /anorganik/ (inorganic) that should be310

syllabified as /an.or.ga.nik/ but the PNNR produces /a.nor.ga.nik/. The others

come from some roots and derivatives with prefix ’meng’ as well as suffixes ’an’

and ’i’.
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Figure 12: Performance of PNNR-based syllabification for varying p
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Figure 13: Performance of PNNR-based syllabification for varying L
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LUP as Benchmark. Here LUP is reimplemented using the best weighting vec-

tor for English, [1 4 16 64 16 5 1], as used by Marchand [18]. It is implemented315

in a straightforward manner, with as only embedded knowledge that a syllable

needs to contain exactly one vowel. The benchmark using 5-fold cross-validation

is listed in Table 6. PNNR gives significantly lower both SER and WER than

LUP because of two reasons: 1) PNNR classifies patterns locally (but LUP does

globally) so that it is more capable of handling many syllabification anomalies320

in Indonesian; 2) PNNR exploits FFC (while LUP uses binary values) so that

it defines a more precise distance between two phonemes.

Table 6: Comparison of PNNR and LUP

Fold SER (LUP) SER (PNNR) WER (LUP) WER (PNNR)

1 2.64% 0.69% 4.29% 1.15%

2 2.51% 0.66% 4.08% 1.22%

3 2.58% 0.61% 4.17% 1.04%

4 2.41% 0.59% 3.93% 0.99%

5 2.85% 0.65% 4.62% 1.07%

Average 2.60% 0.64% 4.22% 1.09%

Std. dev. 0.16% 0.04% 0.26% 0.09%

4. Conclusion

The proposed four-feature phoneme encoding significantly reduces the SER

by 13.90% relatively to the previously used orthogonal binary encoding. The325

phonotactic-based pre-syllabification reduces the SER up to 17.17% relatively

to the PNNR without pre-syllabification. Five-fold cross-validating proves that

the PNNR-based syllabification is stable by producing average SER of 0.64%.

The most errors come from derivatives with thre prefixes ’ber’, ’per’, and ’ter’

as well as from compound words. This result is also significantly lower than330
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LUP-based syllabification that gives average SER of 2.60%. As a data-driven

method, the PNNR-based syllabification can be applied to other languages, but

the four-feature phoneme encoding and the phonotactic-based pre-syllabification

should be modified based on the phoneme categorization and the phonotactic

constraints in those languages.335
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[18])" 

"described by Marchand [18])"  "described by Marchand and colleagues [18])" 

Page 22: "as used by Marchand [18]" -> "as used by Marchand and colleagues [18]" 

"as used by Marchand [18]"  "as used by Marchand and colleagues [18]" 

Reviewer 2 

I believe the authors have taken into account my comments in the previous review and 

that the article is now suitable for publication. 
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Ref: SPECOM_2016_8_R2 
Title: Indonesian Syllabification Using a Pseudo Nearest Neighbour Rule and 
Phonotactic Knowledge 
Journal: Speech Communication 

Dear Mr. Suyanto, 

I am pleased to inform you that your paper has been accepted for publication. My own 
comments as well as any reviewer comments are appended to the end of this letter. 
Now that your manuscript has been accepted for publication it will proceed to copy-
editing and production. 

Thank you for submitting your work to Speech Communication . We hope you consider 
us again for future submissions. 

Kind regards, 

Paul Foulkes 
Subject Editor 
Speech Communication 

Comments from the editors and reviewers: 

Have questions or need assistance? 
For further assistance, please visit our Customer Support site. Here you can search for 
solutions on a range of topics, find answers to frequently asked questions, and learn 
more about EVISE® via interactive tutorials. You can also talk 24/5 to our customer 
support team by phone and 24/7 by live chat and email. 
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